
 

 
 
 
 
 

In this tutorial, you'll follow Deborah as she prepares for her SUPER 
WHY Reading Camp, and then guides her kids through three 
activities from the Curriculum.  
 
Along the way, she’ll share strategies that 
you can apply as you prepare for and lead 
your own Reading Camp. 
 
 

The Learn to Lead training is presented         

in six segments:  

1) Introduction  

2) Overview  

3) Prepare  

4) Camp Snapshot: Interactive Viewing  

5) Camp Snapshot: Craft Activity  

6) Camp Snapshot: Game  

 
In each step of the training you will:  

• watch a slide show. 

• review what you learned.  

• read Teacher-to-Teacher Tips offered by veteran Reading 
Camp leaders. 

• reflect on how to apply what you have learned in your own 
Reading Camp. 

A series of short, narrated slideshows 
accompanies this tutorial. Watch them online at 
pbskids.org/superwhy/readingcamp/tutorial 

Learn to Lead 
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Let ’s Get Started! 
In the slideshow, Deborah refers to the SUPER WHY Reading Camp Curricula. You’ll 

find the Curricula for Week 1, Week 2, and Week 3 right on the SUPER WHY Reading 

Camp Web site: pbskids.org/superwhy/readingcamp.  

 

Each Curriculum provides the blueprint for a week of SUPER WHY Reading Camp. It 

presents the target literacy goals and schedules for all five days, and offers lesson 

plans for each activity, including materials, scripted language for teachers, and skill 

level options for adapting the activity to meet campers at three different levels of 

reading skill proficiency.   

 

As teachers—like Deborah—bring the Curriculum to life in their own Reading 

Camps, they respond to the needs of their particular group of children and work 

their own individual magic. This tutorial gathers together Teacher-to-Teacher Tips 

from seasoned Reading Camp teachers around the country—preparation 

strategies and teaching techniques that have helped make their Reading Camps 

successful and that they are pleased to share with you, their colleagues.  
 
Teacher-to-Teacher Tip 
“What’s the key to success? I think that, above all else, it is that the people 

leading the Reading Camp have positive attitudes and fun-loving 

personalities.” 

—Trista Peitzman, Johnston, Iowa  
   

Next Step . . . 
Download and print the Learning Log: 

pbskids.org/superwhy/readingcamp/tutorial  

 

You can use it during the tutorial to answer questions, reflect upon the 

materials presented, and jot down ideas and insights about how to apply 

what you have learned in your own Reading Camp. 

Introduction 
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What does a day at Reading Camp look like? How is each day special 
and different? This Overview of the SUPER WHY Reading Camp Day gives 
you some answers. 
 

Watch 
Take notes in your Learning Log as you watch  
the slideshow. 

• What is the early literacy goal for Day 1, Day 2,     
Day 3, and Day 4 of Reading Camp? 

• What is the focus of Reading Camp Day 5? 

 

Review 
The SUPER WHY Reading Camps include three weeks of 
curricula, each featuring a specific SUPER WHY episode:    
Week 1—The Three Little Pigs; Week 2—Hansel and Gretel:        
A Healthy Adventure; Week 3—Around the World Adventure.  
 
As Deborah explains, each day of a Reading Camp week follows the 
same basic sequence of activities: campers watch a SUPER WHY 
episode (the same episode all week) and then engage in a variety of 
interactive early literacy activities. This predictable schedule makes it 
easy for you to organize each day and gets kids used to the sequence 
of activities—they know what to expect.  
 
Over the course of a week, campers spend a day focusing on each of 
four critical early literacy skills:  

• letter identification (Day 1: Alpha Pig’s Alphabet Day) 
• rhyming and word families (Day 2: Wonder Red’s Words Day) 
• letter sounds and spelling (Day 3: Princess Presto’s Spelling Day) 
• vocabulary and reading comprehension (Day 4: Super Why’s Reading Day) 

 
On Day 5—Super You Day—families are invited to join the campers in songs, 
games, and celebration of what the kids have accomplished in their week at 
SUPER WHY Reading Camp. 

 
 

OOOvvveeerrrvvviiieeewww   

Watch the slideshow online: 
pbskids.org/superwhy/readingcamp/tutorial 
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Teacher-to-Teacher Tips 
“We made an illustrated Daily Schedule Chart to share with the children. 

Each day we put the Super Why character of the day at the top of the 
chart. We put a picture next to the name of each activity. This helped 
the children (and us!) understand at a glance what the plans were for 

that Reading Camp day.”  

—Loretta Baker, Baltimore, Maryland 
 

“The children love wearing capes! We found inexpensive muslin that we 

cut with pinking shears into large rectangles. The children decorated 
them with markers and SUPER WHY stickers. We taped the capes onto 

their shoulders with masking tape—very fun!”  

—Tasha Weinstein, Tallahassee, Florida 
 

“Each day I wore the colors of the character for the day—orange for 

Alpha Pig, red for Wonder Red, purple for Princess Presto, and green for 
Super Why. I tried to include some kind of dramatic play prop, too—a 
tool kit for Alpha Pig, knee pads for Wonder Red, a crown for Princess 

Presto, and a cape for Super Why.”    

—Loretta Baker, Baltimore, Maryland 
 

“Rather than name badges, we printed names on label paper—five for 

each child so they would have a new one for each day of camp.”  

—Trista Peitzman, Johnston, Iowa 
 

“As we greeted children, they were asked to find their own name tags 

on the table. They were finding each other's by the end of the week!  
We didn't pin them on—but rather put them on lanyards, which you 

get at conferences.”   

—Kathy Smith, Toledo, Ohio 
 

Reflect  
How might you introduce the daily schedule to your campers and quickly 
preview the activities they will be doing that day? What are some ways you 
might emphasize and celebrate the SUPER WHY character of the day with 
your campers? Write your ideas in your Learning Log. 
 

Overview 
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The most successful Reading Camp leaders are those who plan ahead. 
Give yourself plenty of time to collect and purchase the materials, try 
out the activities, review the learning goals, and walk yourself through 
the script provided in the Curriculum. The better prepared you are, the 
more relaxed and confident you’ll feel, and the more engaged your 
campers will be.  

 
Watch 
Take notes in your Learning Log as you watch the slideshow.  

• What advanced planning does Deborah do, several 
months before Reading Camp begins? 

• A few weeks before camp begins, how does Deborah 
prepare to lead an activity? 

• The day before camp, what does Deborah do to       
get ready? 

 
Review  
1. Preparation 

As Deborah says, planning is key for a successful Reading Camp, beginning 
a few months in advance and continuing until the camp starts. Here are 
some of the important steps: 

Read the Reading Camp Curriculum carefully—several times! 

• Get a global sense of the program. Order the materials you need. Think 
about the early literacy goal being reinforced each day. Begin to 
imagine yourself leading each activity. 

• Gather and prepare materials for each activity, thinking about the 
appropriate Skill Level Options for your campers. 

• Try out each craft and game yourself, or think through the lesson plan 
for each activity, step-by-step. Think about the time allotted for the 
activity. This is a great way to trouble shoot potential problems and 
also come up with creative ideas for helping campers get the most 
learning and fun out of the activity. 

 
 

 

PPPrrreeepppaaarrraaatttiiiooonnn   

Watch the slideshow online: 
pbskids.org/superwhy/readingcamp/tutorial 
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2. Assessment: Pre-test campers (Optional) 

A week or two before your Reading Camp begins, you may want to meet 
with each enrolled camper to give a 15-minute reading skills pre-test. The 
pre-test will give you a baseline indication of that child’s skills. The SUPER 
WHY Reading Camp Curriculum suggests three skill levels options for each 
activity—easy, medium, and challenging. The pre-test scores will help you 
choose the most appropriate level for each child. This is also a great 
opportunity to meet and welcome your campers and their families in a 
one-to-one setting, before Reading Camp begins.  

 
3.  Transform your room into a SUPER WHY Reading Camp!  

Decorate your Reading Camp with SUPER WHY art, alphabet charts, and 
maybe a Word Wall with the names of both your campers and the SUPER 
WHY characters. Get your campers excited and curious, right from the start!  
 
When everything is ready, give yourself a big “thumbs up!” You’re ready for 

Reading Camp and you’re going to have a super duper time! 
 

 
Teacher-to-Teacher Tips 
“One of the most helpful things in hosting a Super Why camp is to be super-

organized; ideally you have prepared all of the materials, have reviewed 
each game and craft, and have read over the script. Just like the SUPER 
WHY program, we want the camp to move quickly from one activity to the 

next. In order to do this . . . having everything ready to go is a must.”   

—Tasha Weinstein, Tallahassee, Florida 
 

“Everyone involved in working with the campers should read through the 

entire Curriculum and look over the materials related to each activity. It 
makes classroom support and team work during Reading Camp more 
unified and effective if everyone has an understanding of the activities and 

how they are to be presented and completed.”  

—Mandy Bachali, Phoenix, Arizona 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Preparation 
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“Reading through the Curriculum—several times—is important because it 

allows you to build familiarity with the information, skills, presentation style, 
and transitions. I suggest a 3-read approach:   

• first, just to get familiar with the Curriculum and to see what the 
program is about; 

• second, to recognize more specific details, like activity modifications 
and delivery style;  

• finally, to re-read it, along with the activity materials  list, to understand 
the expectations, to determine how to manage the flow, and to 

identify potential problem areas for the children.”  

—Karla Thompson, Baltimore, Maryland 
 
“It is important to think not only of what will happen in a particular day, but 

what will happen during the week on the whole.  We organize the general 
supplies (like glue, scissor, and wipes) in boxes, and we put the teaching 
materials for each particular day in shopping bags labeled ‘Monday,’ 

‘Tuesday,’ etc.”            —Kathy Smith, Toledo, Ohio 

 
“We organize materials into packets for each day and activity. We often 

laminate the game materials for better durability. Craft materials for each 
camper are packed in individual zip-locked baggies. Providing a model of 
the craft activity helps children understand the instructions clearly and 

concretely.”                    —Loretta Baker, Baltimore, Maryland 
 

“It’s fine to be flexible and use substitute materials in the activities, especially 

based what you have on hand. The important thing to remember is to 

keep the learning goals and purpose of each activity intact.”  

—Trista Peitzman, Johnston, Iowa 

 
Reflect 
How can you work with your colleagues to most efficiently prepare for 
Reading Camp? How will you transform your room into a SUPER WHY 
Reading Camp? Write your ideas in your Learning Log. 

Preparation 
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SUPER WHY & The Three Litt le Pigs  
Each day of Reading Camp begins with an interactive viewing of the SUPER 
WHY episode of the week. That means that you and your campers won’t 
simply watch the episode, you’ll chime in with the songs, answers questions, 
and join the characters in solving the problems and saving the day. Young 
children are active learners—they learn best through play, exploration, and 
conversations with their teachers and fellow campers.  

 

Watch 
Take notes in your Learning Log as you watch the slideshow. 

• How does Deborah prepare for Interactive Viewing? 

• How does she help keep the campers engaged and 
actively learning? 

 

Review  
The SUPER WHY television show invites young viewers to 
build their early reading skills by becoming part of the 
reading adventures.     
 
 Here are some of the strategies Deborah uses to build enthusiasm, maintain 
focus, and get every child actively participating. 

 
1. Involve campers right from the start. 

• Use SUPER WHY character pictures to introduce the characters. Engage 
your campers by encouraging them to share what they know about 
SUPER WHY.  

• Set a viewing focus: Ask kids to keep an eye out for the Super Reader 
of the day (on Day 1, Alpha Pig), and point out the character 
whenever he or she appears. This draws extra attention to the 
sections of the show that focus on the early literacy learning goal of 
the day (for Day 1, letter recognition).  

 
 
 
 
 

Camp Snapshot  

IIInnnttteeerrraaaccc ttt iiivvveee    VVViii eeewwwiiinnnggg   

Watch the slideshow online: 
pbskids.org/superwhy/readingcamp/tutorial 
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2. Model interactive viewing. 

• Join your campers in watching and singing along with the songs, 
pointing to letters, and calling out answers. It’s more fun when the 
teacher plays along!  

• From time to time, ask kids to make predictions, for example: What do 
you think the wolf will do now?  

• At the end of the episode, have everyone join in the Hip Hip Hurray song 
and dance. 

 
3. Discuss the story. 

Use the questions in the Reading Camp Curriculum to deepen children’s 
understanding of the story and help them focus on the early literacy 
learning goal of the day: on Day 1—Alpha Pig’s letter identification skills.  

 
4. Keep the energy flowing by getting into the action.  

Join your campers in the fun. At the end of the discussion, hand out masks 
to the campers and transform yourselves into the Super Reader of the day: 
Alpha Pig to the rescue! 

 

Teacher-to-Teacher Tips 
“We chose to cut out all of the masks in advance, including the eye holes, and we 

glued each mask to a jumbo-sized tongue depressor. When it came time to 
transform into each character, we simply passed out that mask, which the kids 
could hold with one hand in front of their face. They could use their other hand to 

put into the circle as directed.”                        —Trista Peitzman, Johnston, Iowa 

 
“Because the kids are so much a part of the action, there is not much challenge in 

keeping them engaged with the episode. Each day, we talk about what we are 
going to look for—the Super Reader of the day, of course, but also specific things 

that the character does.”     —Loretta Baker, Baltimore, Maryland 

 
“Children really like the episode—even on the last day. They love knowing all             

  the answers!”                      —Kathy Smith, Toledo, Ohio 

 

Reflect  
What are some techniques that you might use to keep kids actively engaged 
as they watch the episode? Write your ideas in your Learning Log.

Interactive Viewing  
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Lickety Letters  
There’s nothing quite as powerful as a child’s name. It’s the first word most children 
learn to read and write. In the first Craft Activity in Reading Camp Week 1, campers 
use letters, glue, and creativity to make their own name signs. 
 

Watch 
Take notes in your Learning Log as you watch the slideshow. 

• How does Deborah make the activity appropriate for 
each camper’s skill level? 

• How do conversations help her to learn more about  
each child and his/her letter identification skills? 

 

Review  
Even though Deborah’s kids are at different reading skill 
levels, she manages to make sure everyone is engaged 
during this craft activity. What can we learn from her?    
 
1. Keep skill levels in mind.  

When preparing for the activity, keep in mind the three different skill level options 
offered in the Curriculum, and, if you used the pre-test assessment, refer to your 
campers’ results in the letter identification section. Make a judgment as to what 
assortment of letters you will include in the zippered sandwich bag that you 
prepare for each child: 

Level 1—the letters of the child’s name, plus a card with the child’s name 
written in capital letters 

Level 2—the letters of the name plus 1-2 distracter letters  

Level 3—the letters of the name plus 6 distracter letters  
 
2. Define workspaces. 

Consider how you will define each child’s workspace. A name strip can serve 
to define a workspace; in addition it provides a name-writing model for 
children who need the support. A personal work mat can also keep each 
child’s letters and other supplies in a contained space.  

 
 

 

Watch the slideshow online: 
pbskids.org/superwhy/readingcamp/tutorial 

Camp Snapshot  
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3. Circulate. 

Walk around and have short one-on-one conversations with campers as they 
work. This is a great way to get to know each child and learn more about his 
or her letter recognition skills. Point to the letters on the child’s sign and ask 
questions such as:  

• Can you tell me the name of this letter?  

• Can you spell your name for me?  

• What’s the first letter in your name?  

• Let’s look around at your friends’ names. Does someone else at this table 
also have a name (that begins with/that has) the letter (L)? 

 
Teacher-to-Teacher Tips 
“Lickety Letters works well as a first day activity because even if you don’t know 

the child and his/her level, you can learn both very quickly. As children work on 
their name signs, make connections and have a conversation with each child 
such as: Your name is Bobby? I have a cousin whose name is Bobbie too! What 
letter does your name start with? Yes, B—hers does too! How many b’s do you 
have in your name? She has three also! This is so cool! The next time I see my 

cousin, I’m going to tell her about you.”          —Trista Peitzman, Johnstown, Iowa 

 
“We have a checklist of children’s names and make sure we check off every 

time we interact with a child. The list helps us make sure we talk to each child 

every day and give each an opportunity to shine.”  

—Loretta Baker, Baltimore, Maryland 
 
“At our Reading Camps, teachers and assistants often sit at the tables and create 

their own craft activities along with the children. There is a really nice sense of early 
literacy community as everyone works and talks about what they are doing.”  

  — Patricia Ragin, Buffalo, New York 
 

“For all of the activities that involved adhering letters to things, we used an 

assortment of foam letters with sticky backs. Eliminating glue from the activities     

is a helpful thing.”             —Tasha Weinstein, Tallahassee, Florida 
 

Reflect  
What are some questions you might ask a child at work on his or her Lickety 
Letters project to make a friendly connection and to get a better sense of his 
or her level of letter identification skill? Write your ideas in your Learning Log. 

Craft Act ivity 
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Letter  ID  Bingo 
This Bingo game is a great way to reinforce letter recognition. There are lots of little 
variations you can introduce to make sure all kids are working at their skill level and to 
keep the pace varied, lively, and engaging! 
 

Watch 
Take notes in your Learning Log as you watch the slideshow. 

• How does Deborah keep motivation high during the 
Bingo game? 

• What are some of the ways she meets each camper at 
his or her own reading level? 

 

Review  
1. Meet each camper at his or her skill level. 

Like Deborah, you can use the Skill Level Options from the Reading Camp 
Curriculum as well as other teaching techniques to challenge campers with more 
advanced reading skills and support those at earlier skill levels.  

• Encourage kids to chime in and share what they know as you call the Bingo 
letters: This is the letter that pig and pink and polka dot start with. It’s the 
letter…. These clues offer kids with more advanced skills a challenge and a 
chance to shine.  

• Invite kids to assist you as guest Bingo callers—another good challenge 
opportunity for more advanced campers. 

• Pair kids of different skill levels, and ask them to check each other’s Bingo boards 
after each letter is called. This peer mentoring benefits both the more and less 
advanced camper.  

 
2. Provide action breaks. 

Thirty minutes is a long time for little kids to focus on a game, so be sure to insert 

‘action breaks’ that let kids shake their wiggles out and then refocus. Action 
breaks that reinforce letter names are especially great. Who can show me how 
to make your body into the shape of the letter L? How about the letter T? 

 
 

 

Watch the slideshow online: 
pbskids.org/superwhy/readingcamp/tutorial 

Camp Snapshot  

GGGaaammmeee       
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Teacher-to-Teacher Tips 
“Motivation is very teacher dependent. Don’t be shy—make it fun! I might say, 

What do you think the next letter will be? Oh my, oh my, I’m so excited . . .       
it’s W! W begins words like wow and windy and wacky, not to mention WOLF!  
Yikes!    A Wolf! Everyone quick . . . find the W and cover it up before the wolf 

comes . . . he scares me!”                    —Trista Peitzman, Johnston, Iowa 

 
“We have small prizes for every game and we all get up and do a victory 

dance. Sometimes, we take a Musical Bingo Cards break, like Musical Chairs. 
Everyone gets up and walks around the table, then when the music stopped, 
they sit down in front of a new card and we play a new round. We play until 

everyone has a chance to be a winner.”    
 —Loretta Baker, Baltimore, Maryland 

 
“The Bingo game is a big hit—and it is something to go back to, or repeat,           

if you have extra time.”                 —Kathy Smith, Toledo, Ohio 

 

 
Reflect  
What are some strategies you’d like to use to make your Letter ID Bingo Game high 
energy and motivating, and to keep campers at all skill levels engaged and learning? 
Write your ideas in your Learning Log. 

Game 
 


